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__________________________________________________________________________ 

 
VALIDATION AND INSTITUTIONAL PARTNERSHIPS COMMITTEE 

Meeting No.108 held on 2 July 2015 
UNCONFIRMED MINUTES 

 
Attendance List 
 

Name of Member Meeting 105 
23/10/15 

Meeting 106 
12/2/15 

Meeting 107 
4/6/15 

Meeting 108 
2/7/15 

Prof Steve Stanton (Chair)    A 
Prof Chris Hull (Deputy Chair)     
Prof Susan Blake A* A*   
Prof George Balabanis     
Prof Ros Bryar   - - 
Dr Russell Gerrard     
Claire De Than A* A*   

 
A indicates apologies received; A* indicates apologies received due to teaching commitments; 
 indicates attendance; - indicates period when not a member 
 
With Alison Edridge (Assistant Director, Student and Academic Services) and Abi Moran (Student and 
Academic Services, Secretary)  
 

Part 1 – Preliminary Items 
  
1. Welcome and apologies 
  

 Apologies were received from Prof. Stanton.   
  

2. Minutes  
  

 The minutes of the meeting 106 on 12 February 2015 were received and approved.  It was 
noted that meeting 107 of the committee had been cancelled and all business was moved to 
the agenda of meeting 108. 

  

3. Matters arising  
  

 The Committee considered the matters arising report and the following points were 
discussed; 
 
Meeting 105 – October 2014 
The ESCP staff development policy, in response to the QAA one year on monitoring report, 
was received.  The Course Board agreed the policy would benefit from more development 
and it was decided that the Validation and Partnership Manager would share City staff 
development policies with ESCP as a guide to support the further development of the ESCP 
policy. 
 
Meeting 105 – October 2014 
Diane Salazar, Deputy Chair to the Trinity Laban Course Board would take on chairing 
responsibilities should the need arise. 
 
Meeting 105 – October 2014 
The Course Board secretary would continue to monitor the publicity for the Music Foundation 
programme at INTO City. 

  

4. Chair’s Action  
  

 It was noted that Amanda Glauert was approved as External Advisor to the revalidation panel 
for Trinity Laban. 
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Part 2 – Items for Discussion 
  

5. Report from Dean of Validation 
  

 As the Dean of Validation was unable to attend the meeting there was no report to receive. 
  

6. Course Board Reports 
  

 The Committee received minutes from the following Course Board meetings: 
 
Arts Educational Schools 
It was noted that the School was in a very strong position financially and programmes were 
functioning well. 
 
ESCP Europe (February and June meetings) 
It was noted that the Board had received and considered three programme amendments.  
The first programme amendment related to the language of delivery – in the past students 
were able to study in two or three countries, but had been required to study in the language of 
the country in which they were residing.  Students wanted to study in as many countries as 
possible but were being discouraged from taking the City award as they were not confident to 
take on studying in three languages.  This had led to a decline in students taking the City 
award.  It was therefore proposed that students would still be able to study in as many 
countries as possible, but they would only have to study in two languages, if they chose; the 
option to study in three languages would also still be available.  It was also confirmed that 
students would still be required to take language classes in the language of the country of 
study, therefore maintaining the programme’s unique selling point.  The VIP Committee 
approved the amendment. 
 
The Board also considered amendments to the Internship policy and the Accreditation of 
Prior Learning (APL) Policy.  The amendment to the Internship Policy would permit students 
to apply for the opportunity to take both required internships in the same country allowing 
them arrange future employment opportunities; before internships had to be taken in two 
different countries.  Approval of requests would only be considered in exceptional 
circumstances and would be agreed through the Course Board as a special scheme of study.  
The amendment to the Accreditation of Prior Learning (APL) Policy would allow students to 
replace core modules with elective choices if they could provide evidence of previous learning 
in the subject.  Each application would be considered by the module tutor to ascertain the 
level and depth of the prior knowledge and if it were suitable for the module waiver to apply. 
 
It was reported that the Board had met with students from the Madrid campus.  In general the 
students had been very satisfied with their experience at the campus and credited the staff for 
their dedication to the students.  There were some issues with the library opening hours and 
the availability of study space outside of normal campus hours and these were discussed with 
the ESCP programme representatives.  It was acknowledges that availability of services and 
facilities would be addressed in the revalidation which is die to take place in 2015/16. 
 
Finally it was reported that the Course Board Chair was due to meet with the newly appointed 
Dean of Cass Business School and the Vice-Chancellor to discuss the strategic viability of 
the programme and institutional relationship.  It was agreed that the Dean of Validation would 
also be invited to attend the meeting. 
 
Trinity Laban 
It was noted that the Taught Degree Awarding Powers (TDAP) review by the QAA was 
underway.  The QAA attended the revalidation event held in June and were due to conclude 
their investigations at the end of the academic year.  It was also noted that the institution had 
been successful in their REF submission, particularly considering how new the research 
degree programme was.  The Course Board were notified that City’s Research Supervisor 
Policy was in the process of being reviewed, which may result in changes to the criteria for 
Category A and Category B supervisors, however the Board were assured that discussions 
were taking place at the University to ensure that the institutional context of validated 
research degrees would be reflected appropriately in the policy. 
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7. Revalidation Reports 
 The Committee received the following revalidation reports; 

 
Arts Educational Schools; BA (Hons) Acting, BA (Hons) Performance Studies, MA 
Musical Theatre Creative Practice and MA Acting 
 
It was reported that the revalidation event had been very positive; students were very 
satisfied with their programmes and the facilities and support provided by ArtsEd, particularly 
mentioning the library and ‘buddy system’ to support new students.  Both of these services 
were commended by the revalidation panel.  The report recommended that the programmes 
be revalidated for five years with no conditions and six recommendations.  The 
recommendations related to improving the language and consistency of information in the 
student handbook and programme and module specifications; giving further guidance to BA 
(Hons) Performance Studies students when preparing and completing dissertations; and 
augmenting the information on the School website to better represent the wide range of 
graduate destinations from the programmes.  In addition, it was noted that the School had 
decided to revert to the original title of BA (Hons) Acting, from BA (Hons) Acting for Film and 
Television, as it was felt that this would better represent the full range of training delivered in 
the programme. 
 
The Committee approved the recommendation for the programmes to be revalidated for five 
years with no conditions.  It was agreed that the recommendations arising would be 
monitored through the Course Board. 
 
INTO City; International Foundation Programme – Engineering, Computer Science and 
Mathematics Pathway, Humanities and Social Sciences Pathway (including fast-track 
route) and Graduate Diploma – Business, Humanities and Social Sciences Pathway 
and Sciences and Engineering Pathway 
 
It was reported that the revalidation meetings with students had been very positive.  Students 
were overall satisfied with their programmes and the facilities provided by INTO.  They 
particularly mentioned the support provided to them by the institution through the tutors and 
the student helpdesk.   
 
The Committee heard that provision would continue to be located at the Middlesex Street site 
until the end of the 2017/18 academic year when the lease would expire.  The Joint Venture 
Board were currently investigating options for a new delivery location.  The process to 
approve the new delivery location, involving as appropriate the Dean of Validation, would be 
discussed between the Senior Management of the University and INTO University 
Partnerships through the Joint Venture Board.  Due to this the suggested period of 
revalidation of programmes was set at three years, to coincide with the relocation of the 
provision. 
 
The Committee identified a disengagement between INTO and City at a programme level and 
discussed strategies to improve the links between City and INTO delivery staff.  It was 
recognised that this was difficult to maintain due to staff changes and busy teaching 
schedules, but it was suggested that it may be beneficial for INTO City staff to attend 
Programme Management meetings of articulating programmes at City.  Provision for this 
would be further investigated through the Course Board.  It was also recognised that there 
was a need for there to be a better link between operational knowledge and function of the 
Course Board and the strategic knowledge and function of the Joint Venture Board.  It was 
therefore recommended that a further recommendation be made for the University to improve 
the link between the two Boards.  It was agreed that the VIP Committee would have the 
responsibility for oversight of the recommendations made for the University arising from the 
report. 
 
It was noted that the revalidation submission had proposed a number of changes to the 
content of modules on the International Foundation Programmes, but updated module 
specifications had not been provided.  The revalidation panel had therefore set conditions 
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requiring INTO City to provide completed module amendment forms and module 
specifications and evidence of discussion with City programme staff regarding the proposed 
changes to content to the Course Board on the 27 July 2015.  INTO City would also be 
required to provide the final approval paperwork for the Actuarial Science Foundation 
Programme route to the Course Board. 
 
The Committee approved the report and endorsed the revalidation of programme for three 
years with five conditions relating to; Students being given the opportunity to contribute the 
Annual Programme Review process, improving the City involvement in the staff recruitment 
process and providing the Course Board with completed programme approval and module 
amendment documentation. 
 
Trinity Laban; PG Dip Community Dance, MA (MFA) Choreography, MA Dance 
Performance, MA (MFA) Creative Practice, MSc (MFA) Dance Science and Graduate 
Diploma Dance Studies. 
 
The Committee noted that the award of Master of Fine Arts (MFA) had been approved for 
three of the masters programmes available at Trinity Laban.  There was some discussion 
regarding the juxtaposition of a MFA award in Dance Science and whether this was the 
correct title for the award.  However it was noted that an MFA is an essential qualification if 
the student were to decide to pursue a career in teaching in the United States so was 
therefore approved. 
 
The revalidation panel approved the new programme Graduate Diploma Dance studies, but 
noted that the module specifications for the programme did not contain any learning 
outcomes.  It was unclear how the modules achieved the programme learning outcomes as 
there were no core modules for the programme, only a choice of elective components.  A 
condition of approval was set for the institution to provide learning outcomes for the 
components and provide a mapping exercise indicating how the combinations of individual 
components meet the programme learning outcomes.  It was also noted that the revalidation 
panel set a condition relating to the module specifications for the Extended Project for the 
MFA awards and the need for them to better represent the scope and expectations of the 
project while also providing a more detailed breakdown of self-directed study hours for the 
programme. 
 
The report recommended that the programmes be approved for five years with two conditions 
and four recommendations relating to; how the Work-Based Learning module would be 
embedded in the PG Dip Community Dance programme, ensuring appropriate moderation is 
in place when contribution is used as a method of assessment, to promote the added value 
activities available across all PG programmes and for there to be better representation of the 
MPhil and PhD options in both the Music and Dance Documentation.  It was noted that the 
revalidation report should be updated to include a deadline for the completion of conditions.  
The Committee approved the report and five year revalidation period. 
 
Trinity Laban; PG Dip Composition/Ensemble/Jazz/Music Performance, MMus 
Composition/Ensemble/Jazz/Performance/Performer-Composer, MA 
Composition/Ensemble/Jazz/Music Performance/Performer-Composer and MFA 
Creative Practice (Music) 
 
The Committee noted that approval had been granted to revert the MMus programme from a 
one year programme back to a two year programme which would operate under a flexible 
framework.  Students would also be able to rescind their MA/MMus award to upgrade to an 
MFA following the completion of an Extended Project.  Students were in support of the 
proposed changes.  The revalidation panel set a condition for the institution to revisit the 
programme specifications to articulate the difference between the programmes and to provide 
a holistic diagrammatical representation of the focus and trajectory of each programme to 
illustrate the options available within the student journey.  Another condition was set for the 
institution to revisit the Research Lab module specifications and provide additional definition.  
A final condition was set to address the errors and inconsistencies in the documentation. 
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The Committee noted that the report identified that further discussions regarding the APL 
proposals due to take place between the institution and the University and suggested that this 
be recorded as a recommendation.  Other recommendations were set regarding the IELTS 
requirement for the PG programmes and articulating the Unique selling points of the 
programmes within the student facing documentation for the programme.  The Committee 
also noted that the report should be updated with a date by which conditions should be met.  
The Committee approved the report and five year validation period. 

 
Part 3 – Items for Information 
  

8. Programmes to run in 2015/16 
  

 The report was noted. 
  

9. Validation and Revalidation Conditions  
  

 It was noted that, other than the conditions set by recent revalidation panels there were no 
outstanding conditions 

  

10. Other Business 
  

 There was no other business to report 
  

11. Dates of Meetings in 2015/16 
  

 Thursday 22 October 2015 
Thursday 11 February 2015 
Thursday 2 June 2015 
Thursday 7 July 2015 

  

 
Abi Moran  
Validation and Partnerships Manager 
July 2015 


